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In Memoriam: Phil Tourangeau
Sally Johnson'
While the Public Land Law Conference was considering the national pol-
icy implications of the Clark Fork River Basin Natural Resource Damages
Program, Phillip C. (Phil) Tourangeau, scientist, long-standing advocate
for, and friend of the Basin was dying. Phil died on Thursday, September
28, 2006 from the complications associated with a massive heart attack.
"It is the spirit and not the form of law that keeps justice alive."2 En-
gaged and knowledgeable citizens like Phil Tourangeau, have embodied the
spirit of the Superfund law in the Clark Fork Basin, shaping the Basin's
future. The best reward for these efforts would be that future generations
will be inspired by the Basin's story, and understand why Phil and others
would care so much.
Phil was involved in the Clark Fork River Superfund Site from its incep-
tion. He served as Acting Director of the University's Clancy Gordon En-
vironmental Science Laboratory when it first analyzed samples of sedi-
ments from the Milltown Reservoir and found elevated levels of arsenic.
3
These results assisted University of Montana researchers in identifying the
sources of contamination, which, in turn led to the designation of the Mill-
town Reservoir Sediments Operable Unit on the Clark Fork River Super-
fund Site.4
"Phil dedicated himself to gathering reliable information to share with
the public regarding environmental conditions at Clark Fork River Super-
fund sites." 5 As a staff scientist for the fledgling Clark-Fork Pend O'reille
Coalition, Phil chaired the Milltown EPA Superfund Site Committee (the
aptly named MESS Committee) 6 as it reviewed and gave public comment
on the numerous technical documents generated regarding the Basin.7
"Phil's detail oriented personality and technical skills opened the door to
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the public in the Superfund process."8  Tourangeau "was a determined
force behind the work to clean up and restore these [Clark Fork Superfund]
sites. Phil was a particularly effective ally in the campaign to remove Mill-
town Dam."
9
Phil chose to work for organizations whose interests aligned with the
River. He served for years (until his death) as Natural Resources Damages
Coordinator for the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes and more
briefly for the National Park Service - Grant Kohrs Ranch. Reflecting on
Tourangeau's service and its impact, Montana Attorney General, Mike
McGrath stated:
He represented the Tribes well in [Upper Clark Fork River
Basin Remediation and Restoration Advisory] Council
matters, assuring that the Tribes' views were effectively
voiced and addressed. He consistently and constantly
sought protective and effective remediation and restoration
of natural resources in the Clark Fork Basin. He brought
his valuable technical expertise to the Council and a strong
dedication to the tribal and public principles embodied in
the Clark Fork natural resource damage litigation and set-
tlement. He challenged us to keep those principles at the
forefront of our decision-making and engaged us in insight-
ful dialogue. He did so in a quiet, respectful and profes-
sional manner, often working behind the scenes to help re-
solve conflicts. He contributed greatly to the decisions and
achievements of the Council.
Phil also provided valuable assistance in coordinating tribal
support of the natural resource damage litigation at trial
and when it was threatened, and he helped bring the parties
together to reach the settlement that led to the restoration
activities of the Program and Council. In addition, he was
instrumental in the Milltown settlement and planning for
the restoration of the two rivers. He was a faithful envi-
ronmental advocate in his life's pursuits. We will sorely
miss him. 10
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